0.001&x &0.1 were analyzed using the Almond-West formula o(v)=ad [1+(v/vtt) ]. The hopping frequency for free charge carriers vz, the dc conductivity od"and their respective activation energies were determined. The concentration of free charge carriers evaluated from the conductivities and estimated mobilities is in good agreement with the overall content of sodium cations in the glasses and it is proposed that this supports the concept of a strong and not weak electrolyte model for these fast-ion conducting glasses.
I. INTRODUCrION
Recently, Almond and West' have proposed the following empirical formula to describe the frequencydependent bulk dc/ac conductivity in ionic crystals and glasses: 'a cr(v) =trd, 1+
V where od, is the low-frequency limit of the bulk conductivity, v is the applied electrical field frequency, vH is the hopping frequency of charge carriers, and a is a dimensionless parameter in the range 0~a & 1. The above expression predicts a power-law dependence to the conductivity for v& vH. Hairetdinov" suggested that this phenomenological expression may be explained by assuming that when the external field frequency v is greater than the hopping frequency v~, then the free charge carriers may behave as dipoles with non-Debye-like absorption (a &0), characteristic of the "universal dielectric response. " However, this raises the question of whether it is appropriate to identify v& with the ion-hopping frequency. There has been both criticisms and support ' ' of this suggestion. The truth, however, of any hypothesis is shown through careful experiments designed to test its validity. As far as we know, to date no systematic experimental study of the Almond-West formula has been carried out.
To test this hypothesis, we ask the question: What is the most accurate way to experimentally check the validity of Eq. (1)? One way would be to use Eq. (1) to estimate the mobilities of free charge carriers in alkali-halide crystals combined with a conventional study of the conductivity in the intrinsic region. In accord with the Koch-Wagner treatment ' 
where c is the mole fraction of the alkali oxide in the silica glass. Namikawa's relationship, ' crd, =(10 "[HzQcm] ')Xvd, (3) II. EXPERIMENT The details of sample preparation and ac conductivity measurements have been described elsewhere. ' ' Conductivity data covering a wide frequency (1 Hz -10 MHz) and temperature (300 -500 K) range were evaluated rom experimental impedance (Z) 
They related the real part of the complex conductivity to the dielectric loss through the following relationship:
o'(c0) =coy"(ro) .
Substituting Eq. (9) (6) and (7) shows that K is composed of the carrier concentration, the ion jump distance, the geometric term, the Coulomb charge, and the Boltzmann constant. Furthermore, the ac and dc conductivity terms in Eq. (10) may be related to each other through Eqs. (13) and (14) In our calculations, the ion jump distance, A, , in the NazS+BzS3 glasses was assumed to be constant and approximated to Pauling's diameter of S,3. 64 X 10 cm. y = -, ' is the geometrical factor used for isotropic materials as is the case of glasses. We have previously analyzed the electrical modulus data for these glasses using a variable cation-cation separation distance. ' ' In the low alkali glasses, the separation distance increases to nearly 40
A for x =0.001. Although the cations may exhibit such a separation distance, it is unreasonable to assume that the cations jump this distance during a hop and as such we have differentiated between the separation distance and the jump distance in these low alkali glasses. Indeed a, '(v) Y,(v) N rJ '(co) Therefore, the experimentally-measured electrode admittance may be better described by the CPA element: =0' g ( v ) +l 2'rve~(20) 
The real part of the conductivity for the scheme presented in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 and for a "high-alkali" glass where x =0.10 in Fig.   4 The results of these analyses are given in Table I . An
Arrhenius plot of the estimated charge-carrier concentration N, is shown in Fig. 2 . Within experimental accuracy, the concentration of the free charge carriers is temperature independent, i.e. , the activation energy for formation of free charge carriers is negligibly small. Table II . Y, v'[cr' Y, v'+o' cos(a}+(2m'") Fig. 7 . However, the anomaly does manifest itself in the conductivity prefactor plot vs log(x) as shown in Fig. 8 and in the hopping-frequency prefactor, v, vs log(x) and/or the interionic Na+-Na+ separation distance in glasses of varying Na2S content (Fig. 9) .
It is of interest to note, in accord with the data of Fig. 6 , that the conductivity increases linearly with Na2S concentration in the range 0.001~x 0.05 and suggests that the ion mobility is constant. A linear increase in conductivity with concentration is characteristic for strong electrolytes where all the alkali cations are thought to be disassociated from sulfur in these glasses. Figure 10 shows the temperature dependence of the hopping rates as determined from the first fitting method and the solid lines correspond to the second fitting method. Both the hE", and vH values for x =0.001 and 0.01 glasses are quite similar explaining the reason for a compositionallyindependent mobility in this range region.
The dramatic increase in vH for the x =0.1 glass, corresponding to the decrease in hE", is the reason for the superlinear increase of the conductivity for x~0.05 glasses. The lowering of activation energy barriers for ion conduction in this region is a result of increased Na+-Na+ ion interaction or overlap of their Coulomb energy wells due to an increase in the ion concentration (or a decrease in the ion-ion separation). ' ' The ion concentration in this glass composition is temperature independent and therefore also behaves like a strong electrolyte. 
